
Evening Star Block



Found on Jinny Beyer’s website
(Laura Wheeler, 1937)

Traditional version



Color 1:

4 ½” square for the center  block 
2 ~ 1 ½” x15” strips for corner (E/ER)



You can cut each one individually, flipping the template over to get the reverse pieces

We need 4  + 4 reversed

You can cut each one individually, flipping the template over to get the reverse pieces

Or layer the 2 strips wrong sides together and cut to get one of each.



2 ~1 ½” x 13” strips 
We  need to cut 4 and 4 reversed of C/CR. 
Cut these the same way  you did for color #1, this time flipping 
the template to maximize use of fabric.



2~1 ½” x 10” strips
Need 4 and 4 reversed
Use template B/BR and cut the same way you did color #2



4 ~ 3 ½” squares

8 + 8 reversed
2 ~ 1 ½” x 18”strips4 + 4 reversed

2 ~ 1 ½” x 14” strips





ER
BR

E

Piece ER and BR
Piece E and B

Mark one corner ¼” in  on each of the 
3 ½” squares

E

B



Place one of the squares over one of the corner pieces, placing the 
corner you marked on the inside angle of the corner piece. You will 
stitch from the mark out .



Move the corner piece out 
of the way so you won’t 
catch it when sewing on the 
other corner piece

Lay the other corner piece onto the edge of 
the square that meets up with the other angle.
Stitch out from the ¼”mark again.



Fold the square in half diagonally, so the angled edges are even.
Stitch across the angled edges starting at the ¼” stitch line.









Make a nine patch for the center 
block using 2 ½” squares



Cut 1~ 7” square

Cut 4 ~ 4” squares and place 2 on the
7” square as shown. Mark a line
diagonally as shown



Stich ¼” on each side of line, 
then cut on line

Open and press, then add the other
two squares. Draw a line as shown.
Sew ¼” on both sides of the line, 
and cut on the line



Open and press, then trim to 3 ½” x 6 ½”, being careful to keep the ¼” seam
allowance at the top.



Cut 4 ~ 3 ½” squares 
for the corners.




